Real-time Asset
Tracking for Hospitals
Asset Tracking Made Simple

What’s the cost of lost or misplaced assets?
Lost equipment ends up in places where it doesn’t belong,
left unfound for extended periods of time.
Nursing and environmental services staff waste time
searching for equipment instead of spending it on more
valuable activities.
Over-investment in equipment purchases and rental to
offset the assets that go missing— or even stolen.
Compromised patient outcomes when crucial equipment
isn’t found in time—such as bariatric beds or hoverjacks.

Let’s find your stuff
Pinpointer is an Australian-based service that enables you to
track anything in real-time using low-cost, high-performance
tags and readers that anyone can set up themselves - no
experts required.
Finding your assets is as simple as a Google-style search on your
mobile or PC.
For a tiny investment, in both money and time, you could
transform the everyday work experience for your staff while
improving patient outcomes.
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How it works
Pinpointer is a proximity system that uses radio technology in
asset readers to see the signals of asset beacon tags—up to
20metres away.
A single reader looks after a zone, constantly reporting the closest
assets at any time — or what assets passed by and when.
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Zone A
Pinpointer B1 Readers
can monitor zones like
equipment storage rooms
or bays — or even public
entrances to record when
an asset exits a building.
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Zone C

Zone B
Install a higher density
of readers to pinpoint
equipment or people with
greater precision — such
as operating theaters or
rooms in a ward.

Install a single reader at
a popular zone where
equipment passes—like a
nurse’s station or elevator
entrance.

Getting started
Pinpointer is designed to be quick and easy to install by your
own staff.
Once setup, there’s nothing left to do. Just open Pinpointer search
from your phone or PC to locate your assets in seconds.
Any gaps in reader coverage? No worries. Scale Pinpointer to as
many (or as few) zones as you need.

Plug in a Pinpointer B1 Reader at each zone to track assets.
The Pinpointer B1 Reader is a clever wifi-connected device
that looks for your assets around the clock. The B1 is about the
size and weight of a packet of Tic- Tacs and connects to 2.4
Ghz wifi networks, including enterprise grade wifi security.
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Tag your assets with beacons.
Beacons transmit a digital ping that the Pinpointer B1
Readers can detect, informing Pinpointer where the asset
was last located and at what time. Pinpointer supports the
Minew E8 and E9 beacons with a user replaceable battery
lasting 1–2 years, and 5+ years.

Search for anything from your phone or PC browser.
With your readers setup and assets tagged, finding your
stuff is as simple as opening Pinpointer in your web browser
and doing an instant Google-style search.
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High performance asset tracking
for teams at CCLHD
Not being able to locate critical equipment when it is needed costs a great
deal in wasted time and impeded workflows.
At the Central Coast Health District’s Wyong Hospital, Pinpointer have
proven how a simple asset tracking solution can make it easier for staff to
find equipment like beds, wheelchairs and gas bottle regulators
anywhere within the facility.
The hospital conducted baseline
studies that showed that it could
take 30 minutes or more to find and
deliver equipment to where it was
needed.
With Pinpointer, total task time was
immediately reduced by more than 30%,
with search time reduced to almost nil.
They can search for equipment and see
what’s currently at a location on any device
able to run a web browser.
The entire solution, including asset tags,
cost vastly less than other quoted
solutions. CCLHD is now
installing the solution at
their other three facilities
in the area, including
Gosford Hospital.
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